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By analogy with a current nomenclature, we shall term as the “Generalized 
Axisymmetric Poisson Equation” (GASPE) the following inhomogeneous 
elliptic equation for Y = Y(Z, R) in the (Z, R > 0) half-plane: 
where OL is a real constant and f = f (Z, R) is given. Separable GASPE’s are 
discussed thoroughly. The Green-Dirichlet problem for the GASPE is then 
solved in a nonsingular circle. For (Y = - 1, for instance, this corresponds to 
solving the magnetostatic axisymmetric poloidal problem in a circular torus. 
1. DIRICHLET PROBLEM FOR GASPE 
Let (x1 ,..., x,) be a (real, Cartesian) n-dimensional space with n 3 3. 
Problems where the n - 1 coordinates ~~ = xi/(xa2 + ... + x,2)1/z 
(i = 2,..., n), with vzz + .a. + P)~ 2 = I, are all ignorable are usually termed 
rotationally symmetric about the q-axis, or even, more briefly, axisymmetric. 
In particular, it is easily verified that a Poisson-Dirichlet axisymmetric 
problem in an n-dimensional (axisymmetric) nonsingular domain1 reduces to 
a two-dimensioal Dirichlet problem for the elliptic operator: 
%n = a,2 + aR2 + (@ - 2)/R)aR > (1.1) 
with 2 z x1, R = (x22 + ... + ~,~)~/a, in the “meridian” section of the 
original domain with the half-plane (2, R > 0). 
The aim of the present study is to investigate some aspects of the latter 
problem, and to solve it, in particular, in a nonsingular circle. Moreover, 
since no significant simplifications would derive to our analysis from the fact 
1 Namely, one having a nonzero distance from the symmetry axis. 
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that n - 2 is a positive integer, we shall slightly generalize the above situation 
by allowing n - 2 to be replaced by a real parameter 0~. For brevity, we shall 
denote such a generalized operator, O&+,.+a , by 9a . 
Let D be a bounded, simply connected, nonsingular domain in the (2, R) 
half-plane, with regular boundary r. If f and g are given regular functions 
in D and r, respectively, it is immediately seen that the Dirichlet problem of 
concern for the unknown Y = Y(2, R), viz.: 
ZaY==f in D, (1.2a) 
Yjr=g in r, (1.2b) 
where jr means “in D, tending to r”, has one and only one solution by virtue 
of the extremum principle. This solution can be expressed in terms of the 
fundamental (Green) solution ‘9(P, Q), (P, Q) ED, of 
-%+V’, Q> = W’ - Qh (1.3a) 
W, Q)lr,P = 0, (1.3b) 
where the subscript P means that the corresponding operation has to be done 
via P. (Of course, S’(P, Q) turns out to be weakly singular for P---f Q). 
Precisely, one has: 
Y(P) =s, @g(F', Q)f(Q> + f$Vo%R Q) 1r.o . WC), (1.4) 
where the coordinate length along I’ has been still denoted by r, and 0 is the 
unit vector normal to r, pointing outwards. 
Functions having the form of the second integral in Eq. (1.4), i.e., which 
satisfy the integral relation 
w = f, drww, Q) ho . w y lr 
are solutions of the homogeneous equation associated to Eq. (1.2a) in D. This 
equation 
LgY = 0 (1.5) 
can be written in the form 
aZ(RnaZY) = - a,(Raa,Y), (1.5’) 
which implies the existence (in D) of a conjugate function @ related to Y 
through equations of the Stockes-Beltrami type: 
ea,ul = -aa,@, (1.6) 
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and fulfilling the conjugate equation to (1.5) 
dp_,$ = 0. (1.7) 
Conversely, Eqs. (1.5) and (1.7) follow from Eq. (1.6). Equations (1.6) 
can be seen as a straightforward generalization (to OL # 0) of the conventional 
Riemann conditions for Y + i@ being an analytic function. For (Y # 0, the 
theory of such “generalized” conjugate pairs, ‘Y, @, as complex functions 
Y + i@, mirrors that of the analytic functions, and has been termed as 
“Generalized Axisymmetric Potential Theory” or GASPT.2 For evident 
reasons, we shall analogously denote Eq. (1.2a) as a “Generalized Axisym- 
metric Poisson Equation” or GASPE. 
Let us consider the following eigenproblem associated with ga: 
(g+q$=o (1.8a) 
$Ir=O, (1.8b) 
where h is a parameter. Clearly, X cannot vanish. By means of a simple 
artifice, we shall see in addition that the spectrum {X} is real (although 6p, 
is not formally self-adjoint for (II # 0), discrete and bounded from below, and 
that the associated eigenfunctions + form a basis. This allows us to represent 
B(P, Q) by means of a bi-orthogonal series expansion in terms of the eigen- 
functions + and #+ of the eigenproblem (1.8) and, respectively, of the adjoint 
eigenproblem 
(za++h)$+ =o (1.9a) 
4’ Ii- = 0, (1.9b) 
where g=+ is the formal adjoint of Za . Such a bi-orthogonal representation 
of 9 is not particularly convenient; however, in view of the possibility of 
transforming the original Green-Dirichlet problem (1.3) into a new Green- 
Dirichlet self-adjoint problem in a new unknown. Indeed, _Ep, belongs to the 
class of the elliptic canonical operators 
(1.10) 
(where a = (a,, a,), b = (b, , bR), and c are regular in 0) for which b is a 
gradient w.r.t. 2, R.3 The specific result is 
* In the wide literature on this subject, we remember in particular the contributions 
by A. Weinstein and R. P. Gilbert, see [l, pp. 297-3081 for an extensive list of re- 
ferences. 
s It is an easy matter to ascertain that, under and only under the condition 8~b.z = 
aRbz , QY = Q@(YQ-I), where Q E exp[-& JdP . b’], (to within a constant factor) 
and 8 - ae - id . b - ba/4 f c is self-adjoint. 
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where &a is self-adjoint and defined by: 
(1.12) 
Thus the original Green-Dirichlet problem (1.3) can be replaced by 
-%,G@‘, Q) = W - Q), (1.13a) 
@? Q)lr,P = 0, (1.13b) 
with the new fundamental (symmetric) g being related to ‘9 through 
@(p, Q) = R-a”‘“+?(P, Q) RFt2. (1.14) 
Note also that y < 0 for 01 < 0 and 01 > 2, and reaches its maximum value 
ymax = $ for ol = 1. 
The spectrum of the eigenproblem associated with $ , 
(1.15a) 
(1.15b) 
is real, discrete and bounded from below, and the eigenfunctions 4 form a 
basis. These are classical results of the two dimensional Sturm-Liouville 
theory. Since {h} = {A}, as immediately seen, the same statements are valid 
for the eigenproblem (1.8), with reference to (X} and to the eigenfunctions 4. 
This proves a previous statement. As a consequence, 9 can be represented 
by means of a simple orthogonal series expansion according to 
@‘, Q) = - 1 @i(P) di(Q,i&>, (1.16) 
where the &‘s have been normalized to unity. Finally, 9(P, Q) is obtained 
from Eqs. (1.14) and (1.16). 
Several physical problems lead to a Dirichlet problem (1.2) for GASPE, 
the best known of which is as follows. Let B be a magnetic field in an axi- 
symmetric, nonsingular volume V, with vanishing normal component on the 
boundary. Let Jv be a purely azimuthal (solenoidal) current density in V. 
Since J, is independent of the azimuth 9, B turns out to be a purely meridian 
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axisymmetric solenoidal field. If D (with boundary r) is the meridian section 
of V, the poloidal flux of B at P E D, defined by 
Y(P) = 2~ JPdP’ . (B x VT)’ RI2 
(to within an additive constant) satisfies the GASPE 
S,Y = 2~R J, , 
(1.17) 
where the magnetic permeability has been put equal to 1. Since Eq. (1.17) is 
reversed by B = (VP, x VY)j27~, the boundary condition for Y, on r, is 
Y jr = const (= 0). In conclusion, we have a Dirichlet problem for GASPE 
with 01 = - 1. The hydrodynamical counterpart of this magnetostatic problem 
is obvious. 
2. SEPARABILITY OF 6p, 
We shall now examine 6p, from the elementary point of view of the separa- 
tion of the variables. It is known that Pa separates “in the simple sense” (i.e., 
with modulation factor equal to one, see, for instance, [2]) under conformal 
mapping of z = Z + iR into w = ,$ + in, w = w(z), with dwldx # 0, if 
and only if 
a& I ’ = o, 
( > R (Y f 0) 
(the prime standing for d/dw). In the light of Eq. (1.1 l), one thus sees that 
9m separates with a modulation factor R-=i2 under the conformal mappings 
which fulfil Eq. (2.1). But it is also possible to show that the above conditions 
are the most general ones which assure the & separation with a modulation 
factor under a regular mapping of (Z, R). For greater generality, let us again 
refer to the canonical operator %? (see footnote 3), and denote by Q = Q(Z, R) 
a modulation factor. Leaving aside the request of analytic mapping 
(Z, R) e (6, y), (which is based on a straightforward generalization of 
standard arguments) one finds that, under an arbitrary (analytic) w = w(z), 
(2.2) 
where %?g is the canonical elliptic operator (in the w-plane) defined 
by (dwldz # 0): 
(2.3)4 
4 Scalar products in the w-plane are still denoted by a dot. 
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with 
“d = (a, ) a,> 
Hence, for dw/dx # 0, V(Y) separates with the modulation factor q if and 
only if 
&Ju/q> rQz + Gffz . “a) q + c I 2’ I”1 = 0; 
a,(a, In q2 + sXQ = 0; i3,(3, In q2 + L@) = 0. 
Note that for q = 1, V = pa , Eq. (2.4) becomes 
(2.4) 
(2.5a, b) 
and Eqs. (2.5) are automatically fulfllled. Note also that Eqs. (2.5a) and 
(2.5b) are no longer independent if (and only if, for z’ # 0) azb, = aRbZ . 
For V = -Ep, Eqs. (2.5) together give: 
a: ln R + In q2 =fdS) +f2(v?), (2.7) 
wheref, and f2 are arbitrary functions which can be made equal to zero since 
our scope is to find a modulation factor. Thus q = R-al2. Since R is harmonic 
in the w-plane, i.e., since ,a2 In R + 1 “d In R I2 = 0, the content of the 
square brackets in Eq. (2.4) is y j Wa In R j2 for %? = _Ep, , and Eq. (2.1) is 
recovered for y # 0. Finally, for V = Za , and q = R-a/2, Eq. (2.3) gives 
(-%,,=I = ($&R-d2 = x*. (2.8) 
Thus we can see that Eq. (1.13a) can be also written as: 
%4WP > WC?> = WP - 50) S(7, - 7d (2.9) 
with @(wp, wo) = @(P, Q). I 
A 
n o th er words, 9 can be sought as the solution 
of a Green-Dirichlet problem for 9=* in wD E w(D). It must be stressed, 
however, that @ can no longer be represented, in general, by means of a series 
expansion of type (1.16), since the spectrum (A*> of 
g* + A*)+* = 0, 4* L(r) = 0 (2.9’) 
(which is different from {A)) might result having a continuous part. This 
typically occurs (but not necessarily) when “D is unbounded. 
By some tedious algebra, Eq. (2.1) is transformed into 
~[(z”‘,x ) (.z - z)’ - 6x’@ - z) + 6(.~‘)~] = 0, 
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where the overbar means complex conjugate. On account of the mono- 
geneity condition, &Z/&V = 0, the most general solution of this differential 
equation can be shown to satisfy the condition: 
(2’)2 = $ a,zi, (2.10) 
LO 
with ai being arbitrary real constants. Thus one eventually obtains w = w(z), 
as an Abel-Legendre integral, i.e., an inverse of an elliptic function (see, for 
instance, [3, p. 4521). Note that since w is, in general, a multivalued function 
of z, D must be suitably cut if it contains branch points. Eq. (2.10) also 
assures that x’ is finite in D + lT 
The special cases where a, and/or a, vanish, or the quartic in Eq. (2.10) 
has repeated factors, are much simpler. For instance, if a, : a, : a2 : a3 : a4 = 
1:0:2:0:1, one finds the toroidal system of coordinates 
w = 2 coth-l(z/iC), (2.11) 
with C being a real constant. 
3. GREEN-DIRICHLET PROBLEM FOR GASPE IN A CIRCLE 
We are now in position to attempt the solution of Eqs. (1.3) in a nonsingular 
circle, starting from Eq. (2.9) and (1.3b) or, more precisely, @ Iwr,,,, = 0 
(2.9’), with wr = w(r), and making use of the toroidal mapping (2.11). 
We recall that the real form of Eq. (2.11) is: 
Z==C 
sin 7 R=C sinh E 
cash 5 - cos 7 ’ cosht-cos7’ (3.1) 
with O<~<OO, 0<77<27r. The curves f = const = c are circles = = 
centered at 2 = 0, R = C coth 8 = i?, with radius i, = C csch E; the curves 
77 = const = ; are (parts of) circles centered at R = 0, 2 = C cot 5 E z, 
with radius ?n = C cscf. The sometimes so-called “aspect ratio” R/P, of 
the circle 8 = $ is cash $. 
The domain WD is now .$ > to > 0,O < 7 < 2rr. There is a branch point at 
[ + cc; the cut from this point to the periphery .$ = to has been chosen as 
the segment 2 = 0, C < R f C sinh fO/(cosh to - 1). 
For the toroidal mapping, (1 z’ I/R)2 = (csch I)“. Let us rewrite Eqs. (2.9), 
(2.9’), with some formal changes, according to: 
pa2 + y(csch 07 G(w, wo) = a(5 - to) 861 - RJ; (5, E. > Eoh (3.24 
G@, Wo = 0, (3.2b) 
409/56/2-16 
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where G stands for 9, j0 = hmf,CO+ , and the subscript P has been dropped 
for brevity. 
As we know, the operator on the LHS of Eq. (3.2a) separates in the simple 
sense; so we put G in the form of a double Fourier series, according to 
with 
and 
MYI) = cm I n I ? for n 3 0, 
= sin j n / 7j for n < 0, 
G,,K to) lo = 0, 
(3.4) 
(3.5) 
and find that G,., = 0 for n # m, whereas, for n = m, 
W’ + Acsch 5)” - n21 At, 4~ -n2) = G - 4d; (5, to > &,o), (3.64 
where we have written G,,,rr(l + a,,) as g(-9). As we shall see, a unique 
solution g will be determined from Eqs. (3.6a) and g I,, = 0 (3.6b), by requir- 
ing the complementary condition of finiteness: lim,,,g(f, to; -n2) < co 
(3.7), for any finite to. 
First of all, we need a fundamental pair of solutions of the homogeneous 
equation associated with Eq. (3.6a). For the sake of future convenience, we 
shall extend this problem to the more general case of a complex fl, with 
Y/3 f T > 0, for instance, replacing --71 2; the related generalized homo- 
geneous equation will be denoted as (3.8). 
The fundamental pair of solutions of Eq. (3.8), say x([, /?), 0((, /3),5 can be 
chosen by means of the following initial conditions: 
x10=0 
4x10= -1 
e io = 1 
4e lo = 0, 
(3.9) 
(3.10) 
so that the corresponding Wronskian w.r.t. t, W&x, 0), is equal to 1. Let TV 
be one of the two determinations of (-p)‘12, for instance p = -i(/3):/“, 
(where + means principal-valued), and let v, x be defined through: 
v-(2/1-44y-])/2, 
5 y can be regarded as a fixed parameter in the following context. 
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and x = (coth 5)“. A straightforward verification then shows that Eq. (3.8) 
is equivalent to the hypergeometric equation 
(x(1 - X) dZ2 + [c - (a + b + 1) X] d, - ab} [(x - 1)-“i2g] = 0, 
with parameters: 
for the new unknown (X - l)-ui2g. 
Excluding both the exceptional case (one of the numbers (a, b, c - a, 
c - b) = an integer) and the logarithmic case (/I = -n2), the canonical 
solutions suitable to our purposes are the Kummer functions no 7 and no 23; 
see, for instance, [4, p. 1051, viz.: 
v(x/a,b,c)=x-V(a,a-c+l,a+b+l -cc;1 -x-l), (3.11) 
w(x 1 a, b, c) = akc(x - l)c-a-bF(c - a, 1 - a, c + 1 - a - b; 1 - x-1). 
(3.12)6 
In this way the hypergeometric series converges in the whole semi-open 
interval [0, 1). An easy calculation based on Eqs. (3.9) and (3.10) then gives: 
(3.13) 
ek? PI = ; [sy [Wa(v, w) lo (Jcg - l)]-’ 
x VW10 cl+2 I c ~I,(%- l)] 
-~l~w[s+2~(~(x,-1)]~, 
(3.14) 
where 
xo = (coth EJ2, w =d5w m dx (. 
The canonical pair (3.11) and (3.12) can no longer be used in the exceptional 
and logarithmic cases. This is not a real complication however, since both x 
and 8 are continuous functions of /I for any (finite) 5 (in fact, they are entire 
functions of /3, see, for instance, [S, p. 63). Hence we can still use Eqs. (3.13) 
and (3.14) in the limit ,!+ --n2, or CL--+ ]n 1 on the RHS. 
6 A factor (- 1)-04+0 has been introduced in w in order to avoid some trivial in- 
conveniences. 
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On account of W&x, 0) = 1, one finds, by means of the Lagrange formula, 
where M, N have to be determined from conditions (3.6b) and (3.7), and 
II(t) = (0, 1) for (5 ,< 0, f > 0). By the first condition, N = 0. Further- 
more, one can see that both x and 0 diverge for [ + cc and any ,G (of 7 ,> 0) 
with S’p > 0, i.e., for any nonpositive /3 of 7 > 0, tending to become 
proportional with the following asymptotic ratio: 
e 
( 1 x 4.&m 
z -m(p) = -xy2 (3.16) 
As a consequence, condition (3.7) requires that: 
Mh n2) = jw,) + #2~(h4 [p + 2% 10(x0 - I)]!, ,n, , (3.17) 
and this completes the solution of our problem. 
We conclude with a simple remark. Had we chosen p as the second root 
(fi(j3)y’ instead of -i(/I):‘“), th e roles of z, and w would have been inter- 
changed. This leads to the following relation, for nonpositive ,fI # --n2 and 
7 >, 0: 
since neither x nor 8 actually depend on the above choice. 
4. INTEGRAL REPRESENTATION OF G(f, lo ; --Tz") 
The solution (3.15) remains a formal one until the limits for p - 1 a 1 
are performed. The actual computation involves some difficulties, in the sense 
that the limits of x and 0 for /? + -rz2 cannot be evaluated by simply replacing 
there the corresponding limits of ZJ and w; in fact, the limit of w does not 
exist for n # 0 and is w for n = 0. An alternative possibility would consist in 
replacing w (in Eqs. (3.13), (3.14)) by the second canonical solution for the 
logarithmic case, say eZ, (see [6, p. 564, formula 15.5.191, to be suitably 
adapted to the present case). Unfortunately, this ZZ is of quite unpractical 
use. These difficulties can be avoided by transforming our solution by means 
of an integral over the (real) spectrum of the singular “eigenproblem” 
(3.8), (3.6b). We are a priori in the so-called singular-general case (see [5, 
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p. 97 case (ii)])‘, with a continuous positive spectrum and (possibly) a discrete 
negative one, since (csch e)” is L(& , a~). More specifically, it can be shown 
that p = --t2 (t > 0) belongs to the discrete spectrum if and only if 
-1 ==J dte+([, -t2) (csch 5)“. 
e-q+ 
On this ground, it is not difficult to see that only the positive spectrum 
exists in the case (y < 4) of interest. Note also that s” d[ 1 x I2 = co for any 
p in Q- > 0; we have a so-called limit-point case. For T > 0, let J([, to; 8) be 
defined through: 
t(t, 60; p> = I(6 - 60) #(t, 8) x(fQ J p> + %tQ - 8 #(‘!Q , fl) x(6 8>, 
(4.1) 
with 
twc B> = xc5 PI + 4B) -vY B>* (4.2) 
From the general theory, we know that 1 is the (uniquely determined) 
L2(&, , co) solution of Eqs. (3.7), (3.6b) with p in place of --n2, and 7 > 0. 
This fact suggests that 
zz* i!(B) =g(--n2). (4.3) 
This relation can be in fact readily verified in a direct way, starting from the 
definitions of 1 (Eqs. (4.1), (4.2)) and g. But g admits the following integral 
representation: 
(4.4) 
where 
s(u) = A{?+ 9 m(u + 2%) (for ff > 0), (4.5) 
and x(G 50)s 1 u can be taken from Eq. (3.13) without the limiting process, 
since u > 0. Thus we have the desired integral representation of g by com- 
bining Eqs. (4.3) and (4.4): 
Together with Eq. (3.3), Eq. (4.6) illustrates in which sense Eq. (1.16) 
must be modified in the present case, where the basic domain (in the w-plane) 
is the unbounded strip to < E, 0 < 77 < 27r. 
’ The pioneering work on this subject is due to Weyl, [7]. 
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5. HYBRID EXPANSION IN POWERS OF THE SQTJARED INVERSE ASPECT RATIO 
The integral representation (4.6) suggests a “hybrid” expansion of g in 
powers of X0 = (cash &,-2 < 1, the squared inverse aspect ratio of the basic 
circle, which is of reasonably practical use for the applications. We first 
transform the integral in Eq. (4.6) as follows. By virtue of Eq. (3.18), we can 
write, for 7 > 0: 
-m@) = (1 - X&l’2 -/L + X, 
1 [ 
/J + Y $2 9 j (1 - Xa)] 1 ) 
U’ 0 &(&? 
+(5.1) 
where F, is a shorthand notation for the hypergeometric series involved in the 
expression of w, see Eq. (3.12). 
Now 
go= (P+~(P+v-1) Fit1 
F, 4(1 -/A) 'F,' (5.2) 
where Fzl means F, with parameters increased by 1. A careful examination of 
Eq. (5.2) shows that the real (imaginary) part of both fractions appearing on 
the RHS is even (odd) w.r.t. the real y if p is formally replaced by iy. The 
conclusion is that S(U) is formally odd w.r.t. z11i2. Hence we end up with g 
being also given by: 
dt% , 6s; -n”> = - + I+,= dyy XKb 7 Y2) x(So 9 Y”) f(y) y2 + n2 , (5.3) --m 
where we have restored the (P,Q) notation for the sake of symmetry, and 
f(y) = S(U). The hybrid expansion of the integral in Eq. (5.3) will be obtained 
by first replacing (X, , Xo , X0) by (Y, , Yo , Y,) when appearing in the 
hypergeometric series, then by expanding w.r.t. (YP , Yo , Yo) around 
YP = Yo = Y. = 0, and finally by putting (Y, , Yo , Y,) = (X, , Xo , X0) 
in the result. An actual calculation shows that the q-order contribution to X, 
say x(a), has the form: 
(5.4) 
where r(Q) is a homogeneous polynomial of degree q in Xe,o, and X0 , with 
rational coefficients in y and with 9U’(@(9.P)) being even (odd) w.r.t. y, and 
(5.5) 
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Equation (5.1) can be similarly expanded in powers of X,, . Taking the 
limit for T --+ 0+ of its imaginary part, we eventually obtain 5(y) as a power 
series of X,, about X,, = 0, with rational odd coefficients in y. 
To sum up, the q-order contribution to the integral in Eq. (5.3) can be put 
in the following form: 
w&. , EQ ; -4 
s 29g j+m (jy y2 z n2 [&sq~(y) ei(fPp+Q)Y + sql(y) e+-)*I, 
-Lv 
(5.6) 
where FyJ( y), %yl( y) are certain well-defined rational functions of y, with 
B?%(~)(Y~Q)) even (odd) w.r.t. y. The two integrals in Eq. (5.6) are element- 
arily computed by the residue technique, because, if the sign of ep & co 
is +(-), the contribution of a large half-circle in the upper (lower) half- 
plane vanishes. The poles of the two integrands are those of 9:: and s?J 
respectively, plus the poles at fi j n 1 . Furthermore, it can be shown that 
921 and FyL have no poles on the real axis and that, for n = 0, the contribu- 
tion of the double pole at y = 0 vanishes as far as the sum of the two integrals 
is concerned. To the lowest order, one finds: 
g-(o) = j$J$4$fO 
++ > 
d&) = 
+ 
j$o)jyf’O’ 7 
where I’$! o) briefly stands for PQ)(XCP,o) , X0; y), and I’$?! or = i/(2y), 
C”) = y. Thus 
s 
+= ,-lI’O’& ) (0; -n”) = w-1 --m $$- sin(w) W0y) 
= +Q(Ql - 4 + QQ(Q - EQ) for n = 0, 
= (e- Inl kp-EQI _ e-lnl(cp+rp) M2 I * I) for 71 # 0. 
Since 1’0) does not contain y, it must be asymptotically equal to the solution 
of our problem for y = 0 and to--f 00. This (trivial) solution is 
immediately recovered by replacing (eP , ho) by the lowest approximation 
(5, I So) - fo * 
To first order, 
where 
@o,(y) = it1 + ~~1-l W-o + ~XCP,~M~Y), 
I = (v - iy) (1 - ;r) (1 + iy + Y), 
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and 
f’“(y) = -y(l +ya)-r (V + 1) V&/2. 
The next orders can be computed without difficulty in similar fashion, 
6. HYBRID FIRST-ORDER APPROXIMATION FOR THE MAGNETOSTATIC CASE 
We shall give the first order approximation explicitly for Y = 4, corre- 
sponding to the magnetostatic axisymmetric poloidal problem in a 
circular torus. One has 
~&3[~i'P~(3d3i'Q' + $Z~~e-i'Q~)y] 
= X0(1 + y2F1 [Tsin(+y) sin(w) + WY/~) sin((EP + Q)Y) 
+ VVP) SW9 - ~0) 391, 
with 
(6.1) 
T = (3/16) (4 + J’&, 
and 
4P.O) = X~P,Od& * 
By performing the contour integration for n # 0, ti2 # 1, one gets: 
2g(l)(tp , to; -n”) (1 - n2)/Xo 
= T[(e-hkP+‘Q) _ e-bhi16p--rQl)/l n , _ (e-kP+EQ) _ e-kp-EQl)] 
_ [Ji'(i 1 n I)e--lnf(cP+EQ) - V(+-('P+'Q)] 
(6.2) 
+ [I W(; I n I)/ e-‘n”cp-‘Q’ - W(i) e-'-Q'], 
where V(i / n 1) means V(y = i j n I), etc. 
Contour integration can be also performed with reference to the remaining 
cases n = 0, n2 = 1. However, a limiting process (treating n as a continuous 
variable) gives the same result in a more economical way. Thus we find: 
%WP 2 50; W-TI 
= - 2T[Q(rp - l o) co + Q(eo - ep) ep + (e- kp+fp) _ e-l~p-cpl )I 1 2 
- (V(0) - V(i) e--(‘p+EQ)) 
+ (I W(O)1 - 1 W(i)/ e-“pp-‘Q’) , for n = 0; (6.3) 
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W’(5P ,50; - l>/xl 
= T[(Ep + +?-(~p+Q?) - 1 ep - CO 1 6+-q 
- V(i) e- (‘P+‘Q)[(G~ + co) + 8/3] (6.4) 
+ j W(i)1 e-‘cp-‘4’ [I EP - CO ! + 8/31 for n2 = 1. 
The hybrid expansion has thus been completed in closed form up to first 
order for y = -$. We stress that the RHS of Eqs. (6.2), (6.3), (6.4) do 
depend on X0 . This fact must be accounted for if a true expansion of g in 
powers of X0 (for given Mp , Mo) is desired, by suitable expansion of 
(E~,E~)=J-I~ 1 - (JG>JG?)xl 
2 (4 , Ja (1 - XCJ~ 
The same remark applies with reference to the (fundamental) poloidal 
magnetic flux 
y(p, Q) = c ( co& s;;~'~os rip )l" icosh ;;yz,, To)1'2 '@P3%h 
in the sense that the two square roots on the RHS must be similarly expanded 
in powers of X0. 
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